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WEEK 45: Sunday, 5 November - Saturday, 11 November 2023 - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
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Advice
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Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2023-11-05 0500 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they review films, and interview Robert Connolly, Javier Barden, and Robert McKee.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a Y

2023-11-05 0530 Comedy Bicentennial Man

An android named Andrew is purchased as a household appliance by Richard Martin for his family. The 

Martins, their two daughters and granddaughter treat Andrew as a real person, but his increasing creativity 

and compassion makes them wonder whether Andrew is well-programmed, or if he is becoming human. 

Over the course of two centuries, Andrew sets out on a journey of self-discovery to find out what it is to be 

human. Stars Robin Williams and Sam Neill.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-11-05 0755 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the youngest daughter of a 

merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her father has become indebted. Directed by 

Christophe Gans and stars Lea Seydoux, Vincent Cassel and Andre Dussollier.

SPAIN French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2023-11-05 1000
Action 

Adventure
Spy Game

On the day of his retirement, a veteran CIA agent learns that his former protege has been arrested in China, 

is sentenced to die the following morning in Beijing, and that the CIA is considering letting that happen to 

avoid an international scandal. Directed by Tony Scott and stars Robert Redford, Brad Pitt and Catherine 

McCormack.

FRANCE

Arabic-20; 

Cantonese-20; 

English-20; French-

20; German-20

2001 RPT M l v Y Y

2023-11-05 1220 Horror Poltergeist

This horror classic sees strange and creepy things happen to a California family, who are visited by ghosts in 

their home. At first the ghosts appear friendly, moving objects around the house to the amusement of 

everyone, but then they turn nasty and start to terrorise the family before they 'kidnap' the youngest 

daughter. Directed by Tobe Hooper and stars Craig T. Nelson, JoBeth Williams and Heather O'Rourke.

USA English-100 1982 RPT M h Y

2023-11-05 1425 Family Fairytale A True Story

After enduring family tragedies, young cousins Elsie and Frances spend time in rural England, where they 

see fairies in a nearby meadow. Pictures they take of the fairies suddenly gain international notoriety. Soon, 

Author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Peter O'Toole) announces he's a believer. However, magician Harry Houdini 

(Harvey Keitel)  is a skeptic. Both join a media circus to see if the pictures indeed are genuine and if fairies 

are real.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1997 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2023-11-05 1615 Drama The Well Digger's Daughter

In the south of France, before World War I, a father is torn between his sense of honour and his deep love 

for his cherished daughter when she falls pregnant to the dashing son of a wealthy shopkeeper. Directed by 

and starring Daniel Auteuil. Also stars Astrid Bergès-Frisbey and Nicolas Duvauchelle.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2023-11-05 1815
Action 

Adventure
Krull

A prince and a fellowship of companions set out to rescue his bride from a fortress of alien invaders who 

have arrived on their home planet. Directed by Peter Yates and stars Ken Marshall, Lysette Anthony and 

Freddie Jones.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG Y

2023-11-05 2030 Horror Titane
FALL IN LOVE WITH 

FILM

A woman who has a metal plate in her head embarks on a bizarre journey of identity and unconditional love 

when she’s forced to go on the run. Directed by Julia Ducournau, starring Vincent Lindon, Agathe Rousselle, 

Garance Marillier.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 MA a n s v w Y



2023-11-05 2235 Drama Natural Born Killers

An all-star cast features in Oliver Stone's gripping and satirical look at violence, murder and the American 

media. Mickey and Mallory Knox, united by their common love for violence, go on an interstate killing spree 

that triggers a deadly pursuit and garners high ratings for a tabloid journalist. Stars Woody Harrelson, 

Juliette Lewis and Robert Downey Jr.

USA

English-80; 

Japanese-10; 

Navaho-10

1994 RPT MA a l s v Y Y

2023-11-05 2445 Mystery / Crime Spider

Three friends are part of an opposition group in the chaotic Chile of the early 1970s and together commit a 

political crime that changes the history of the country and incidentally involves them in a betrayal that 

separates them forever. Directed by Andres Wood and stars Mercedes Moran, Maria Valverde and Marcelo 

Alonso.

CHILE
German-50; 

Spanish-50
2019 RPT MA a s v Y

2023-11-05 2640 Horror Hereditary

When the matriarch passes away the Graham family begins to unravel cryptic and increasingly terrifying 

secrets about their ancestry. The more they discover, the more they find themselves trying to outrun the 

sinister fate they seem to have inherited. Directed by Ari Aster, starring Toni Collette, Milly Shapiro, Gabriel 

Byrne. 

USA English-100 2018 RPT MA a h Y

2023-11-06 0500 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they interview Alex Dimitriades, Alice Ansara, Anna-Maria Monticelli, Ivan Sen, Dannielle Hall and Teresa-

Jayne Hanlon.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a Y

2023-11-06 0530
Action 

Adventure
Krull

A prince and a fellowship of companions set out to rescue his bride from a fortress of alien invaders who 

have arrived on their home planet. Directed by Peter Yates and stars Ken Marshall, Lysette Anthony and 

Freddie Jones.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG Y

2023-11-06 0745 Drama Vanity Fair

Growing up poor in London, Becky Sharp is orphaned at a young age. Even as a child, she yearns for a more 

glamorous life than her birthright promises. So when she leaves Miss Pinkerton's Academy at Chiswick, 

Becky resolves to conquer 19th century English society by any means possible. Directed by Mira Nair and 

stars Reese Witherspoon, Romola Garai and James Purefoy.

USA English-100 2004 RPT PG a v Y

2023-11-06 1020 Biography Miss Marx

Bright, intelligent, passionate and free, Eleanor is Karl Marx's youngest daughter. Among the first women to 

link the themes of feminism and socialism, she takes part in the workers' battles and fights for women's 

rights and the abolition of child labor. In 1883 she meets Edward Aveling and her life is crushed by their 

passionate but tragic love story.

BELGIUM English-100 2020 RPT M a d n Y

2023-11-06 1220 Drama Mr Pip

Mr Pip is the story of how Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie), a teacher on the war-torn island of Bougainville, helps a 

young girl survive the violence of her daily life through the power of imagination - and the Charles Dickens 

novel 'Great Expectations'. Directed by Andrew Adamson and also stars Xzannjah Matsi and Joel Healesville.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2012 RPT M a v Y

2023-11-06 1430 Drama Black Narcissus
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the Himalayas. Their spiritual aims 

are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the 

nuns are left attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, tensions begin to 

increase. Stars Deborah Kerr, David Farrar and Jean Simmons.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 PG a Y

2023-11-06 1625 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the youngest daughter of a 

merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her father has become indebted. Directed by 

Christophe Gans and stars Lea Seydoux, Vincent Cassel and Andre Dussollier.

SPAIN French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2023-11-06 1830 Biography The Ideal Palace

Based on the incredible true story of Joseph Ferdinand Cheval (Jacques Gamblin), comes the remarkable tale 

of a simple postman who spent 33 years crafting the magnificent 'Ideal Palace'. Everyday Cheval travels 

along the river Drome from village to village, quiet and alone he enjoys the solitude of his rounds, 

daydreaming about a world full of wonder he can only imagine through postcards. After his wife, Philomena 

(Laetitia Casta) gives birth to their daughter Alice, Cheval decides to build Alice a palace fit for a princess. 

With only his bare hands, his love for his daughter and the dedication of his wife, he starts carefully 

collecting stones and begins building the historically classified monument.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT PG a n Y



2023-11-06 2030 War The Forgotten Battle WAR COLLECTION

During WWII's crucial Battle of the Scheldt, the lives of a British glider pilot, a Nazi soldier and a reluctant 

Dutch Resistance recruit tragically intersect. Their choices differ, but their goal is the same: freedom. 

Directed by Matthijis van Heijningen Jr, starring Gijis Blom, Jamie Flatters, Susan Radder.

BELGIUM

German-33.34; 

Dutch-33.33; 

English-33.33

2020

2023-11-06 2245 History The Counterfeiters

Salomon 'Sally' Sorowitsch is an expert Jewish counterfeiter, enjoying the good life, until he's sent to 

Mauthausen concentration camp. Sally manages to survive for five years before a transfer to 

Sachsenhausen, where he is assigned to produce perfect forgeries of British and US banknotes for the Third 

Reich. Winner of the 2008 Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Stars Karl Markovics, Devid 

Striesow and August Diehl.

GERMANY German-100 2007 RPT MA v Y

2023-11-06 2435 Drama Serena

North Carolina mountains in the 1920s - newly-weds George and Serena Pemberton begin to build a timber 

empire. Serena soon proves herself to be equal to any man - overseeing loggers, hunting rattle-snakes, even 

saving a man's life in the wilderness. With power and influence now in their hands, the Pembertons refuse 

to let anyone stand in the way of their inflated love and ambitions. Directed by Susanne Bier and stars 

Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper.

USA English-100 2014 RPT MA a s v 

2023-11-06 2640 Horror Titane

A woman who has a metal plate in her head embarks on a bizarre journey of identity and unconditional love 

when she’s forced to go on the run. Directed by Julia Ducournau, starring Vincent Lindon, Agathe Rousselle, 

Garance Marillier.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 RPT MA a n s v w Y

2023-11-06 2840 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the youngest daughter of a 

merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her father has become indebted. Directed by 

Christophe Gans and stars Lea Seydoux, Vincent Cassel and Andre Dussollier.

SPAIN French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2023-11-07 0645 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features Walter Salles, Helen Hunt and CharlizeTheron.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG a Y

2023-11-07 0715 Biography The Ideal Palace

Based on the incredible true story of Joseph Ferdinand Cheval (Jacques Gamblin), comes the remarkable tale 

of a simple postman who spent 33 years crafting the magnificent 'Ideal Palace'. Everyday Cheval travels 

along the river Drome from village to village, quiet and alone he enjoys the solitude of his rounds, 

daydreaming about a world full of wonder he can only imagine through postcards. After his wife, Philomena 

(Laetitia Casta) gives birth to their daughter Alice, Cheval decides to build Alice a palace fit for a princess. 

With only his bare hands, his love for his daughter and the dedication of his wife, he starts carefully 

collecting stones and begins building the historically classified monument.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT PG a n Y

2023-11-07 0915 Family Fairytale A True Story

After enduring family tragedies, young cousins Elsie and Frances spend time in rural England, where they 

see fairies in a nearby meadow. Pictures they take of the fairies suddenly gain international notoriety. Soon, 

Author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Peter O'Toole) announces he's a believer. However, magician Harry Houdini 

(Harvey Keitel)  is a skeptic. Both join a media circus to see if the pictures indeed are genuine and if fairies 

are real.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1997 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2023-11-07 1105 Drama Les Miserables

Jean Valjean, a former criminal, has atoned for his past and now finds himself in the midst of the French 

Revolution, and trying to avoid Inspector Javert, who is hell-bent on capturing him for his past deeds. The 

pursuit consumes both men's lives. Directed by Bille August and stars Liam Neeson, Geoffrey Rush and Uma 

Thurman.

USA English-100 1998 RPT M a v Y

2023-11-07 1335
Action 

Adventure
Krull

A prince and a fellowship of companions set out to rescue his bride from a fortress of alien invaders who 

have arrived on their home planet. Directed by Peter Yates and stars Ken Marshall, Lysette Anthony and 

Freddie Jones.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG Y

2023-11-07 1550 Drama Coco Avant Chanel

Amelie star Audrey Tautou stars as legendary fashion designer Coco Chanel in this biopic from director Anne 

Fontaine. The story follows Coco's rise from obscure beginnings as a seamstress to the top of the Parisian 

fashion world. Also stars Benoit Poelvoorde and Alessandro Nivola.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT PG l s Y



2023-11-07 1755 Drama The Scarlet And The Black
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 PG a v 

2023-11-07 2030 War Sniper: The White Raven WAR COLLECTION

Ukrainian physics teacher-turned-soldier vows revenge against an elite Russian sniper whose elimination 

could change the tide of the conflict. Directed by Marian Bushan, starring Pavlo Aldoshyn, Maryna Koshkina, 

Andrey Mostrenko.

UKRAINE
Russian-50; 

Ukrainian-50
2022 Y

2023-11-07 2235 War Berenshtein

Based on the true story of Leonid Berenshtein, the last living commander of a partisan battalion in World 

War II. He was the man who located and destroyed the V2 missile development facility where Hitler was 

developing his doomsday weapon. By diving into his traumatic memories, Berenshtein is forced to grapple 

with the dissociation and loss of identity that ensued after the war. Despite this adversity, it becomes clear 

that he is able to stay true to his values through it all.

ISRAEL

Russian-95; 

Ukrainian-3; 

German-1; Polish-1

2021 RPT MA a v Y

2023-11-07 2445 Biography Miss Marx

Bright, intelligent, passionate and free, Eleanor is Karl Marx's youngest daughter. Among the first women to 

link the themes of feminism and socialism, she takes part in the workers' battles and fights for women's 

rights and the abolition of child labor. In 1883 she meets Edward Aveling and her life is crushed by their 

passionate but tragic love story.

BELGIUM English-100 2020 RPT M a d n Y

2023-11-07 2645 War The Forgotten Battle

During WWII's crucial Battle of the Scheldt, the lives of a British glider pilot, a Nazi soldier and a reluctant 

Dutch Resistance recruit tragically intersect. Their choices differ, but their goal is the same: freedom. 

Directed by Matthijis van Heijningen Jr, starring Gijis Blom, Jamie Flatters, Susan Radder.

BELGIUM

German-33.34; 

Dutch-33.33; 

English-33.33

2020 RPT

2023-11-08 0500 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they interview Ethan Hawke, Helen Hunt, Charlize Theron, Alfonso Cuaron, Diego Luna, Denzel Washington 

and other leading actors and filmmakers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a v Y

2023-11-08 0530 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG a v 

2023-11-08 0810 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the Himalayas. Their spiritual aims 

are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the 

nuns are left attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, tensions begin to 

increase. Stars Deborah Kerr, David Farrar and Jean Simmons.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a Y

2023-11-08 1000 Comedy A Bump Along The Way

A Bump Along The Way is a feel-good comedy drama set in Derry, Northern Ireland, about a middle-aged 

woman whose unexpected pregnancy, after a one-night stand, acts as the catalyst for her to finally take 

control of her life and become the role model her teenage daughter needs and craves. Directed by Shelley 

Love and stars Bronagh Gallagher and Lola Pettigrew.

IRELAND English-100 2019 RPT M a l s Y

2023-11-08 1150 Horror Dead Ringers

Twin gynaecologists take full advantage of the fact that nobody can tell them apart, until their relationship 

begins to deteriorate over a woman. Directed by Davod Cronenberg, stars Jeremy Irons and Genevieve 

Bujold.

CANADA English-100 1988 RPT M d l s v Y Y



2023-11-08 1400 Biography The Ideal Palace

Based on the incredible true story of Joseph Ferdinand Cheval (Jacques Gamblin), comes the remarkable tale 

of a simple postman who spent 33 years crafting the magnificent 'Ideal Palace'. Everyday Cheval travels 

along the river Drome from village to village, quiet and alone he enjoys the solitude of his rounds, 

daydreaming about a world full of wonder he can only imagine through postcards. After his wife, Philomena 

(Laetitia Casta) gives birth to their daughter Alice, Cheval decides to build Alice a palace fit for a princess. 

With only his bare hands, his love for his daughter and the dedication of his wife, he starts carefully 

collecting stones and begins building the historically classified monument.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT PG a n Y

2023-11-08 1600 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2023-11-08 1740 War
All Quiet On The Western 

Front

At the start of World War I, Paul Baumer (Richard Thomas) is a young German patriot, eager to fight. 

Indoctrinated with propaganda at school, he and his friends eagerly sign up for the army soon after 

graduation. But when the horrors of war soon become too much to bear, and as his friends die or become 

gravely wounded, Paul questions the sanity of it all.

USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y Y

2023-11-08 2030
Action 

Adventure
71 WAR COLLECTION

A young and disoriented British soldier is accidentally abandoned by his unit following a riot on the deadly 

streets of Belfast in 1971. Nominated for Best British Film at the 2015 BAFTA Awards. Stars Jack O'Connell, 

Sam Reid and Sean Harris.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 MA a l v 

2023-11-08 2225 Mystery / Crime Blood

A thriller charting the moral collapse of a police family. Two police detective brothers, smothered by the 

shadow of their former police chief father, must investigate a crime they themselves have committed. 

Directed by Nick Murphy and stars Paul Bettany, Stephen Graham and Mark Strong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT MA l v Y

2023-11-08 2405 Drama Voyage Of The Damned

Based on the true story of a ship carrying hundreds of German-Jewish refugees, which was sent to Havana 

in 1939 by the Nazis but was denied permission to land anywhere. The ship was eventually obliged to return 

to Germany, where certain death awaited many of its passengers. Features an all-star cast, including Faye 

Dunaway, Orson Welles, Max von Sydow and James Mason.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT M a v Y

2023-11-08 2655 War Sniper: The White Raven

Ukrainian physics teacher-turned-soldier vows revenge against an elite Russian sniper whose elimination 

could change the tide of the conflict. Directed by Marian Bushan, starring Pavlo Aldoshyn, Maryna Koshkina, 

Andrey Mostrenko.

UKRAINE
Russian-50; 

Ukrainian-50
2022 RPT Y

2023-11-09 0500 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2023-11-09 0640 Biography Belle

Belle, the illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British navy admiral, is trained and brought up by her 

aristocratic uncle and his wife. She grows up to play an important role in the campaign to abolish slavery in 

eighteenth century England. Directed by Amma Asante and stars Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Emily Watson and 

James Norton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-11-09 0835 Drama Coco Avant Chanel

Amelie star Audrey Tautou stars as legendary fashion designer Coco Chanel in this biopic from director Anne 

Fontaine. The story follows Coco's rise from obscure beginnings as a seamstress to the top of the Parisian 

fashion world. Also stars Benoit Poelvoorde and Alessandro Nivola.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT PG l s Y



2023-11-09 1040 History Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world's first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings of Vincent van Gogh to life to 

tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film, totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 

125 professional oil-painters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in Poland 

and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND English-100 2017 RPT M a s Y

2023-11-09 1225 Thriller Kill The Messenger

Based on the true story of journalist Gary Webb. The film takes place in the mid-1990s, when Webb 

uncovers the CIA's past role in importing huge amounts of cocaine into the United States that is then sold in 

ghettos across the country to raise money for the Nicaraguan Contras' rebel army. Despite enormous 

pressure not to, Webb goes public with his evidence - and soon finds himself defending his integrity, his 

family, and his life.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a d l Y Y Y

2023-11-09 1430 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features Jan Sverak, Brian Trenchard-Smith, Grant Page and Jodie Foster.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2023-11-09 1505 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG a v 

2023-11-09 1740
Action 

Adventure
The Guns Of Navarone

Gregory Peck, Anthony Quinn and David Niven are Allied saboteurs assigned an impossible mission: 

infiltrate an impregnable Nazi-held island and destroy the two enormous long-range field guns that prevent 

the rescue of 2,000 trapped British soldiers.

USA English-100 1961 RPT PG a v Y

2023-11-09 2030
Action 

Adventure
Rambo

Having long-since abandoned his life as a lethal soldier, John Rambo (Sylvester Stallone) lives a solitary life 

near the Thai border. Two weeks after guiding a Christian aid worker (Julie Benz) and her comrades into 

Burma, he gets an urgent call for help. The missionaries have not returned and although he is reluctant to 

embrace violence again, Rambo sets out to rescue the captives from the Burmese army.

USA
English-85; 

Burmese-15
2008 RPT MA a v w Y

2023-11-09 2210
Action 

Adventure
Free Fire

Bold, breathless and wickedly fun, Free Fire is an electrifying comedy-thriller about an arms deal that goes 

spectacularly and explosively wrong. Acclaimed filmmaker Ben Wheatley (Kill List, High Rise) propels the 

audience head-on into quite possibly the most epic shootout ever seen on film as he crafts a spectacular 

parody - and biting critique - of the insanity of gun violence. Everyone's got a gun, and absolutely no one is 

in control.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA l v Y

2023-11-09 2345 Biography Vita And Virginia

Vita and Virginia is the fascinating true story of the passionate love affair between literary trailblazer 

Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki) and the enigmatic aristocrat and popular author Vita Sackville-West 

(Gemma Arterton). The film tells the story of the birth of the novel that their intoxicating encounters 

inspired; Woolf's bold experiment in art and androgyny - Orlando.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M n s Y

2023-11-09 2550
Action 

Adventure
71

A young and disoriented British soldier is accidentally abandoned by his unit following a riot on the deadly 

streets of Belfast in 1971. Nominated for Best British Film at the 2015 BAFTA Awards. Stars Jack O'Connell, 

Sam Reid and Sean Harris.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT MA a l v 

2023-11-09 2745 Horror Dead Ringers

Twin gynaecologists take full advantage of the fact that nobody can tell them apart, until their relationship 

begins to deteriorate over a woman. Directed by Davod Cronenberg, stars Jeremy Irons and Genevieve 

Bujold.

CANADA English-100 1988 RPT M d l s v Y Y

2023-11-10 0555
Action 

Adventure
The Guns Of Navarone

Gregory Peck, Anthony Quinn and David Niven are Allied saboteurs assigned an impossible mission: 

infiltrate an impregnable Nazi-held island and destroy the two enormous long-range field guns that prevent 

the rescue of 2,000 trapped British soldiers.

USA English-100 1961 PG a v Y



2023-11-10 0845 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 PG a l Y

2023-11-10 1025 Biography Bleed For This

Champion boxer Vinny Pazienza is told he may never walk again after a car accident leaves him with a 

broken neck. Against all odds and doctor's orders, renowned trainer Kevin Rooney agrees to help Vinny 

return to the ring. Directed by Ben Younger and stars Miles Teller, Aaron Eckhart and Katey Sagal.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n v Y Y

2023-11-10 1235 Drama Jasper Jones

In the dead of night during the scorching summer of 1969, Charlie is startled when he is woken by local 

mixed-race outcast Jasper Jones outside his window. Jasper leads him deep into the forest and shows him 

something that will change his life forever, setting them both on a dangerous journey to solve a mystery 

that will consume the entire community. Directed by Rachel Perkins and stars Levi Miller, Aaron McGrath, 

Toni Collette and Dan Wyllie.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2016 RPT M a l v Y Y

2023-11-10 1430 Biography Belle

Belle, the illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British navy admiral, is trained and brought up by her 

aristocratic uncle and his wife. She grows up to play an important role in the campaign to abolish slavery in 

eighteenth century England. Directed by Amma Asante and stars Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Emily Watson and 

James Norton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-11-10 1625 Drama Emu Runner

Gem, a spirited young girl, deals with the grief of her mother's death by forging a bond with a wild emu. This 

spiritual dreaming is a bond she will do anything to keep, but one that puts her at odds with the new social 

worker. Directed by Imogen Thomas and stars Rhae-Kye Waites and Wayne Blair.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l v Y

2023-11-10 1815 Drama The Caine Mutiny

Set aboard fictional minesweeper, the Caine, during World War II, rich kid Willis Seward Keith (Robert 

Francis) reports for duty fresh out of officer training school. He is shocked to discover that the ship's 

captain, Lt. Commander DeVriess (Tom Tully), has let discipline on the ship slide and allows his men to 

exhibit a casual attitude to their duties. What Keith fails to notice, however, is that the crew of the Caine 

are in fact excellent at their jobs.  But life aboard changes drastically when DeVriess is replaced by veteran 

no-nonsense captain, Queeg (Humphrey Bogart).

USA English-100 1954 RPT PG

2023-11-10 2030
Action 

Adventure
The Outpost WAR COLLECTION

A small unit of U.S. soldiers are overwhelmed by Taliban fighters alone at the remote Combat Outpost 

Keating in Afghanistan. Set in the Battle of Kamdesh, the conflict became the bloodiest American 

engagement of the 19-year conflict. Directed by Rod Laurie, starring Scott Eastwood, Caleb Landry Jones, 

Orlando Bloom.

USA English-100 2020

2023-11-10 2245 Biography De Gaulle

Paris, June 1940. The de Gaulle couple is confronted with the military and political collapse of France. 

Charles de Gaulle joins London while Yvonne, his wife, finds herself with her three children on the road of 

the exodus.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2020 RPT M a s Y

2023-11-10 2445 Comedy Dom Hemingway

After spending 12 years in prison for keeping his mouth shut, notorious safe-cracker Dom Hemingway is 

back on the streets of London looking to collect what he's owed. Directed by Richard Shepard and stars Jude 

Law, Richard E. Grant and Emilia Clarke.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA l v Y

2023-11-10 2625
Action 

Adventure
Rambo

Having long-since abandoned his life as a lethal soldier, John Rambo (Sylvester Stallone) lives a solitary life 

near the Thai border. Two weeks after guiding a Christian aid worker (Julie Benz) and her comrades into 

Burma, he gets an urgent call for help. The missionaries have not returned and although he is reluctant to 

embrace violence again, Rambo sets out to rescue the captives from the Burmese army.

USA
English-85; 

Burmese-15
2008 RPT MA a v w Y



2023-11-10 2810 History Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world's first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings of Vincent van Gogh to life to 

tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film, totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 

125 professional oil-painters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in Poland 

and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND English-100 2017 RPT M a s Y

2023-11-11 0555 Drama The Caine Mutiny

Set aboard fictional minesweeper, the Caine, during World War II, rich kid Willis Seward Keith (Robert 

Francis) reports for duty fresh out of officer training school. He is shocked to discover that the ship's 

captain, Lt. Commander DeVriess (Tom Tully), has let discipline on the ship slide and allows his men to 

exhibit a casual attitude to their duties. What Keith fails to notice, however, is that the crew of the Caine 

are in fact excellent at their jobs.  But life aboard changes drastically when DeVriess is replaced by veteran 

no-nonsense captain, Queeg (Humphrey Bogart).

USA English-100 1954 PG

2023-11-11 0815 Drama Emu Runner

Gem, a spirited young girl, deals with the grief of her mother's death by forging a bond with a wild emu. This 

spiritual dreaming is a bond she will do anything to keep, but one that puts her at odds with the new social 

worker. Directed by Imogen Thomas and stars Rhae-Kye Waites and Wayne Blair.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l v Y

2023-11-11 1000 Biography Vita And Virginia

Vita and Virginia is the fascinating true story of the passionate love affair between literary trailblazer 

Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki) and the enigmatic aristocrat and popular author Vita Sackville-West 

(Gemma Arterton). The film tells the story of the birth of the novel that their intoxicating encounters 

inspired; Woolf's bold experiment in art and androgyny - Orlando.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M n s Y

2023-11-11 1205 Biography De Gaulle

Paris, June 1940. The de Gaulle couple is confronted with the military and political collapse of France. 

Charles de Gaulle joins London while Yvonne, his wife, finds herself with her three children on the road of 

the exodus.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2020 RPT M a s Y

2023-11-11 1405
Action 

Adventure
The Guns Of Navarone

Gregory Peck, Anthony Quinn and David Niven are Allied saboteurs assigned an impossible mission: 

infiltrate an impregnable Nazi-held island and destroy the two enormous long-range field guns that prevent 

the rescue of 2,000 trapped British soldiers.

USA English-100 1961 RPT PG a v Y

2023-11-11 1655 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bids farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and poignant 

masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin unveils a brilliant spoof on 

the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 1936. Also stars Paulette Goddard and 

Henry Bergman.

USA English-100 1936 RPT PG

2023-11-11 1830 War Breaker Morant

During the Boer War, three Australian lieutenants are on trial for shooting Boer prisoners. Though they 

acted under orders, they are being used as scapegoats by the General Staff, who hopes to distance 

themselves from the irregular practices of the war.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1980 RPT PG a l v Y

2023-11-11 2030 War Beneath Hill 60

By 1916 the Great War in Europe has reached a stalemate. The two massive armies have fought themselves 

to a standstill. Millions of lives have already been lost. Mining engineer Oliver Woodward returns to 

Australia from Papua to join a secret Australian Tunnelling Company. Ordinary miners from all over the 

country are given just two weeks military training before being sent the Western Front. Their task is to 

undermine the German Lines. Stars Brendan Cowell and Harrison Gilbertson.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 RPT M a l v Y Y

2023-11-11 2245 Comedy Sexual Drive

Equal parts thriller, sex comedy, and gastronomy - Sexual Drive follows the seemingly unconnected lives of 

three people around Japan and their appetites, both culinary and carnal. Designer, Enatsu, worries about his 

sexless marriage. Office worker, Akane, is recovering from driving-induced panic attacks. Elite advertising 

agent, Ikeyama, wants to end a relationship with his lover. Connecting all three is a shabby man who calls 

himself Kurita. He appears and presents each with a secret. Directed by Kota Yoshida, starring Tateto 

Serizawa, Rya Ikeda, Manami Hashimoto.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2021 RPT MA a s Y



2023-11-11 2405 Biography Bleed For This

Champion boxer Vinny Pazienza is told he may never walk again after a car accident leaves him with a 

broken neck. Against all odds and doctor's orders, renowned trainer Kevin Rooney agrees to help Vinny 

return to the ring. Directed by Ben Younger and stars Miles Teller, Aaron Eckhart and Katey Sagal.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n v Y Y

2023-11-11 2615
Action 

Adventure
The Outpost

A small unit of U.S. soldiers are overwhelmed by Taliban fighters alone at the remote Combat Outpost 

Keating in Afghanistan. Set in the Battle of Kamdesh, the conflict became the bloodiest American 

engagement of the 19-year conflict. Directed by Rod Laurie, starring Scott Eastwood, Caleb Landry Jones, 

Orlando Bloom.

USA English-100 2020 RPT

2023-11-11 2830 Magazine The Movie Show

Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with living legends, Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton, 

as they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out of 5-stars. This episode, they interview 

award-winning French director Robert Guediguian.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a v Y


